
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 
Array Networks Surpasses 5,000 Enterprise Customers 

 
Celebrating ten years in business, Array’s secure application delivery and universal access 

solutions attract customers worldwide, across multiple industries 
 
MILPITAS, CA – August 12, 2010 – Array Networks Inc., (TWO: 3664) a global leader in 
secure application delivery, today announced that it now serves over 5,000 enterprise 
customers worldwide including many of the largest enterprises and service providers. 
Celebrating ten years in business, Array’s secure application delivery and universal access 
solutions deliver hundreds of terabytes of secure data traffic daily to customers worldwide, 
across multiple industries.  
 
Some of the world’s largest companies rely on Array, including: 
 

 Over 20% of the Forbes Global 2000 
 8 out of the World’s Top 10 Banks 
 8 out of the World’s Top 10 Telcos 
 Top 3 in market share across multiple geographies and product categories  

 
This rapid customer growth underscores Array’s outstanding value proposition based on the 
company’s solid product lines and diversified business model. The solutions offer reliability, 
scalability and access for many enterprise applications and network infrastructure. Array’s 
secure Application Delivery Controllers and Universal Access Controllers are deployed in a 
wide range of industries, including telecommunications, government, banking, healthcare, 
education and large enterprises. With an established client portfolio, Array has customers 
spanning the globe – in North America, Asia Pacific and EMEA.  
 
“Our first ten years of success have been highlighted by having some of the world’s largest 
companies rely on our products to solve their security, application delivery and access 
challenges,” Michael Zhao, president and CEO of Array Networks. “From our initial next-
generation traffic manager launch ten years ago, to today’s SpeedCore architecture and 
remote access iPad app, Array has consistently delivered top-notch technology solutions – 
always evolving to exceed customer expectations. With our recent IPO in Taiwan, and an 
international customer base across multiple industries, the company is poised to accelerate its 
trajectory of growth.” 
 
Array is often selected by its customers for delivering innovative solutions at a compelling 
value. The company’s innovations include the first Application Delivery Controller in the 
market place integrating server load balancing with caching, compression, connection 
multiplexing and SSL offloading, which eliminated the need for many point products. With 
the recently announced SpeedCore based family of products, the SpeedStack architecture that 
the company pioneered is now designed for cloud level scalability.  
 
“We have been using a variety of Array Networks solutions for the last nine years. They have 
consistently delivered highly scalable and reliable products that meet the demanding needs of 
both our customers and wireless carrier partners,” said Sanjay Shirole, president and CEO of 
Xora. “Array has become an integral component of our SaaS infrastructure which handles 
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http://www.arraynetworks.net/
http://www.arraynetworks.net/products-application-delivery-controllers.html
http://www.forbes.com/2010/04/21/global-2000-leading-world-business-global-2000-10_land.html
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millions of transactions on a daily basis. Besides their superior products, a relentless focus on 
the customer has helped sustain their value leadership in the market.” 
 
Other major innovations include the industry’s highest performing SSL VPN and a very 
unique SSL based site-to-site networking with the ability to publish resources from one 
network to another without merging them together. A more recent example is DesktopDirect, 
a secure remote desktop control (RDC) solution for enterprises, which provides employees 
with secure access to their desktops from any device, including Apple iPads and iPhones. By 
enabling people to work in a familiar environment when they cannot be at their desks, 
DesktopDirect increases productivity and helps enterprises avoid significant losses from 
unplanned business disruptions.  
  
About Array Networks 
Founded in 2000, Array Networks is a global leader in enterprise secure application delivery 
and universal access solutions for rapidly growing SSL VPN and application acceleration 
markets. More than 5000 customers worldwide – including enterprises, service providers, 
government and vertical organizations in healthcare, finance, insurance and education – rely 
on Array to provide anytime, anywhere secure and optimized access. Industry leaders 
including Deloitte, Gartner, Red Herring, and Frost and Sullivan have recognized Array as a 
market and technology leader. Website: www.arraynetworks.net 
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